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DEEWINED BY OFF-DESIGN ENG13W CYCLE ANALYSIS
By Stanley L. Koutz and Reece V. Hensley
SUMMARY
The loitering and range performance of airplanes equipped with
several different.turbojet engines was analytically investigated by
applying the results of off-design cycle analyses to specific airplane
characteristics. The method of off-design cycle analysis is presented
herein and is verifiedby a check with experimental data. The engines
investigated were selected to show the effect of pertinent design veri-
ables. Most of the results presented we for two methods of engine
operation, constant tail-pipe nozzle mea with variable engine speed
and constant engine speed with variable tail-pipe nozzle mea. Airplane
characteristics representative of both straight-wing and swept-wing
airplanes were considered.
For all engines considered, the loitering and the range fuel flows
obtained with rated tail-pipe nozzle area, variable engine speed oper-
ation were within 2 or 3 percent of optimum fuel flow obtainable with
any type of engine operation. Operation at constant engine speed,
variable tail-pipe nozzle area generally resulted in a loitering or
range fuel flow higher than that for operation at rated srea, variable
engine speed.
For rated tail-pipe nozzle area, vsriable engine speed operation,
increasing the rated compressor pressure ratio from 5 to 10 decreased
the optimum loitering and the optimum range fuel consumption approx-
imately 15 percent, while increasing the rated turbine-inlet temperature
or shifting the location of peak compressor efficiency had little effect
on the optimum fuel consumption.
The optimum loitering altitude for all engines and airplanes investi-
gated was between a~roximately 25,000 and 35,~ feet. The corresponding
optimum flight Mach numbers were approximately 0.4 to 0.65. In general,
the optimum range fuel consumption occurs at 30C0 to 5000 feet higher
altitude and at approximately 0.15 higher flight Mach number than the
optimum loitering fuel flow. The rate of burning fuel at the optimum ;“- .
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loitering flight condition is about 10 percenb less than that at the _____ -=
optimum range flight condition.
INTRODUCTION
Two common methods of--level-flightairplane operation sre loitering
and cruising, or range, operation. The purpose of the loitering portion
of a flight is ehdurance. An interceptor may loiter while awaiting the
approach of an eneq bontkr or an airplane of any type may loiter or
“stack:!while awaiting permission to land. l?oreither of these loiteri&
applications, it is necessary only to remain aloft. Therefore, for the
loitering portion of a flight, the fuel flow expressed in pounds per how.
is of interest.
The range or cruising portion of a flight differs from the loitering
portion in that it is necesssry to traverse a certain distance rather
thatisimply to remain aloft. The fuel flow expressed in pounds per mile :
is of interest for the range or cruising portions of a flight. For
either type of flight it is desirable, of course, that the fuel consumption
be a minimum.
The purpose of this report is to investigate analytically the effect
of engine-de;ign and method-of engine operati& on the-loitering and
range performance of turbojet-powered aircraft. Because for these
types of flight the engines are operated at less than maximum thrust,
determination of engine performance by means of a design-point cycle
analysis is not possible. A simplified off-design cycle analysis was
therefore developed at the NACA Lewis “laboratoryin order to compute
engine performances over the necessary range of flight conditions and
thrust levels. The resulting off-design analysis presented herein
the
—
utilizes a minimum of experimentally determined component characteristics.
Engine thrust and fuel flow values used in computing the airplane loitering
and range performance were determined by means of this off-design cycle
analysis for several-different engine designs. The engine designs were
selected to illustrate the effect of the engine speed at which peek compres-
sor efficiency occurs, the shape of the mass-flow-engine-speed curve, the
rated compressor pressure ratio, the rated turbine-inlet temperature, and
the compressor type. By applying these thrust and fuel flow values to a
given set of aerodynamic characteristics,the optimum flight conditions
for loitering and range performance were determined. In addition, the
effect-of engine Qesign and method of engine operation on loitering and ._
range performance was ascertained.
)
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The following symbols
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SYMBOL8
are used in this report:
A
CD
cd .
CJ
cL
%
%
D
F
f
1%
AH
J
K
L
M
N
P
P
R
s
T
u
v
srea (sq ft)
.
drag coefficient
discharge coefficient, ratio of actual to ideal mass flow
jet thrust coefficient, ratio of actualto ideal jet thrust
lift coefficient
specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(%)
specific heat at constant volume, Btu/(lb)(OR)
drag (lb)
thrust (lb)
fuel-air ratio
acceleration of gravity (ft/sec2)
enthalpy change(Btu/lb)
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778(ft-lb)/Btu
constant
lift (lb)
Mach nuuiber
engine speed, rpm
total pressure (lb/sq ft absolute)
,staticpressure (lb/sq ft absolute)
gas constant (ft-lb)/(lb)(%) .
compressor slip factor, gJA@2
total temperature, %
rotor tip sp-eed(ft/see)
velocity (ft/see)
3
4Wa air flow (lb/see]
Wf fuel flow (lb/hr)
Wf‘ fuel rate (lb/mile)
‘E! gas flow
w. airplane
1- ratio of
b ratio of
P/2116
e ratio of
T/519
(lb/see)
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3
Cu
gross weight (lb)
specific heats,
~1% ‘
total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure,
total temperature to NACA standard sea-level temperature,
v efficiency
~.
Subscripts:
o
,“ 2
3
4
5
6
act
b
c
id
S
n
r
free stream
compressor inlet
compressor outlet
turbine inlet
turbine outlet
tail-pipe nozzle
actual
combustion chamber
compressor
ideal
jet
net
rated
exit
.—
.
.
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t turbine
w wing
Superscript:
* maximum value or engine speed at which maximum occurs
ANALYSIS
Engine Performance
The determination of loitering and range performance requires
evaluation of the thrust and fuel flow of an engine at conditions other
than the engine design point inasmuch as these flights require less
than maximwn thrust output. For the present analysis these performance
factors are determined by means of an off-design cycle analysis.
Component characteristics; - Of primary importance in such an
analysis is the performance of the various components of the engine.
Characteristics of the engine components such as mass flow md -
efficiency cannot readily be determined by analytical means and must
therefore be evaluated from experimental data. For the purpose of this
report, two sets of compressor characteristics are used - one representa-
tive of axial-flow and one of centrifugal-flow compressors. TWO vari-
ations in compressor corrected air flow with corrected engine speed
assumed for the axial-flow engines are shown in figure 1. Both coordinates
of the figure sre nontimensionalized through division by their respective
sea-level static rated values. For all axial-flow engines, the corrected
air flow is assumed to be a function of corrected engine speed only, and
independent of the compressor pressure ratio, altitude, or flight Mach
nunber. The curves presented in figure l(a) are based on two presently
used axial-flow turbojet engines.
The variation of axial-flow compressor efficiency with corrected
engine speed which was assumed in the analysis is presented in figure l(b).
Compressor efficiency dividedby the maximum compressor efficiency is
plotted against corrected engine speed dividedby the corrected engine
speed at which maximum efficiency occurs. This plot was found to approxi-
mately generalize all available axial-flow-compressor data. Use of such
a compressor efficiency variation assumes that the compressor efficiency
is independent of compressor pressure ratio. ~n actual operation, the
compressor efficiency of an axial-flow engine varies somewhat with
compressor pressure ratio. This variation is small, however} especially
at high engine speeds where the largest variations in pressure ratio are
encounter.ed. Further justification of this assumption is presented in a
later section in which calculated and experimental engine performance are
presented.
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A constant conibustionefficiency @ of 0.95 was asmuied in-the
analysis. The pressure datio ,acrossthe c~bustion ch~ber P4/P3 was i
also assumed constant at 0.97. The tur%ine nozzle was assumed choked
over the entire range df operating conditions and the turbine efficiency
was assumed constant for any engine design. These assumptions of t~bine 3
performance have been found to give good results for en@ne speeds as low N
as 60 percent of rates corrected engine speed. l
—.. .-
The tail-pipe nozzle was considered to have a constant dischsrge coef-
ficient Cd throughout the analysis. A constant effective velocity coeffi-
—
cient Cj of unity was used for SU cases=-exceptthose otherwise note”d.“ .=..
The flow in the tail pipe was assumed isentroPic (p6 = p5 ad T6 = T5)0
The inlet diffuser was assumed to recover 0.99 of the total pressure
at static conditions (P2/po s 0.99). At other flight Mach nuribersthe
inlet diffuser was assumed to recover 0.”9of the difference between free-
—
stream total and tibient static pressures (P2 s P. + 0.9 (PO-PO)).
For a centrifugal-flow engine the coW?ressor Pressure ratio) corrected
air flow} and corrected ebgine speed are not independent ~iablesc T@ ...!.
centrifugal-flow-compressorcharacteristicsused in the present analysis
are presented in fi~e 2, in which the compressor pressure ratio is
plotted as a function of corrected.air flow and corrected engine speed. ““ ‘ ~ ,
The last two factors are tivided by their respective rated v~ues.
The compression work of a centrifugal-flowmachine Is essentially
independent of the couipressorpressure ratio at a given engine speed and,
*
is proportional to the square of the rotor tip speed.’ It is therefore ‘“”““”--
convenient to define the compression work of a centrifugal-flow compressor
in terms of a slip factor
gJ~c gJAHc/e2
‘=T=m -=
A cwstant slip factor of 0.93 was assumed for the centrifug~-flow
compressor in this report. Experimental da~a’indicate that the
assumption of a constant slip factor .isvalid for a wide range of ~__.““-.,”_‘ _~
compressor pressure ratios and for corrected engine speeds above 70 per-
cent of rated. The remainder of’the components of the centrffuga~-flow ‘:
engine were assumed the same as those of the axial-flow engine.
.
Method of off-design cycle analysis. - By use of the component
characteristicspresented in the preceding section, the complete off-
design performance of a turbojet engine can be determined in the “-ti-
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following manner: The assumptions of choked turbine nozzles and
constant pressure drop across the combustion chamber result in a relation
among the compressor pressure ratio,compressor air flow, and turbine-
inlet temperature ratio. By means of this and other thermodynamic
relations, the pressure and temperature ratios across the engine can.be
determined for any corrected engine speed and turbine-inlet temperature
ratio. For any flight Mach nuniberthe engine thrust, fuel flow, and
tail-pipe nozzle area are obtainable for each engine temperature and
pressure ratio. The details of the off-design cycle analysis are pre-
sented in the appendix.
Using the method of analysis presented, the performance of five
axial-flow and one centrifugal-flow engine was computed over a range of
flight Mach numbers and engine operating conditions. The axial-fl~w-
engine designs were chosen to illustrate the effect-of changes in the
shape of the mass-flow - engine-speed curve, shift in thp corrected
engine speed at which peak compressor efficiency occurs, changes in rated
----
turbine-inlet temperature, and changes in rated compressor pressure ratio.
Design features of each engine are presented in table I. The results
-.
for engine A serve a two-fold purpose. First, when compared with the -
results of engine B, the effect of a shift in,the mass-flow curve can be
illustrated because the remainder of the component characteristics are
similar to those of engine B. The different turbine efficiencies of
engines A and B will prevent a check on the magnitudes of the fuel flow
curves for the two engines, but should not prevent at least a qualitative
check on the effect of the shape of.the mass-flow curve. Second,
experimental data are available for an engine tith component character-
istics nearly equal to those of engine A. Thus, the method of analysis
can be checked experimentally. .
The effect of the location.of peak compressor efficiency can be
determinedly comparing the results of engines B and C. The effect of
increasing the rated turbine-inlet temperature can be obtained by compar-
ing the results of engines D and B. A comparison between a high pres$ure “ -
ratio engine and a typical present-day engine can be had from engines E
and B. The 2100° R rated turbine-inlet temperature assumed for the high
pressure ratio engine is considered to be consistent with present design
trends. A comparison of a typical axial-flow and a typical centrifugal- ...
flow engine is available from.engines B and F. .
Comparison with experimental data. - A comparison between the experi-
mentally determined engine fuel flow of an engine similar to en$!ineA
and the calculated fuel flow for engine A is presented in figur; 3(a). .
The corrected ~el flow is presented as a function of cordected engine . --
speed for tail-pipe nozzle area ratios of 1.0, 1.078, and 1.221.
.-
The
data are for a flight Mach number of 0.2 and an altitude of 5000 feet.
The agreement between the calculated and experimental “resultsis
excellent.
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A comparison between the calculated aridexperimentally determined
variation of corrected net thrust with corrected eWine speed is Pre- :
sented in figure 3(b). Analytical results are presented for two values
of jet thrust coefficient C-j}1.0 and 0.95. The agreement.between the . .
experimentally determined data and the calculated data for Cj of 0.95,
is excellent.
In reference 1; experimental data on’tlieJet thrust coefficients
actually obtained on engine A are presented.(also called engine .Ain
reference 1). For the range of nozzle presswe ratios encountered in _ . .
figure 3(b), thrust coefficients of approximately 0.94 to 0.96 were
obtained experimentally. The use of a coefficient of 0.95 on the
analytical results should therefore be expected to improve the ttiust
check with experimental data.
Reference 1 also indicates that the value of Cj may vary somewhat
with nozzle design and with the pressure ratio across the nozzle. For a
well-designed nozzle the value of Cj may be between 0.99 and 1.0 for
nozzle pressure ratios above 2.5. Since for most loitering and rsmge
flights a rather high nozzle pressure ratio.is encountered, a jet thrust
*
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coefficient of 1.0 &s used i; the remainder of this report.
.
Airplane Performance .-
.—
Aerodynamic characteristics. - The airplane aerodynamic character-
istics used in the present analysis are presented in figure 4, in which
lift coefficient is plotted against drag coefficient for constant values
of flight Mach number. Characteristics typical of a current straight-
wing airplane are presented in figure 4(a) and characteristics typical of
a current swept-wing airplane are presented in figure 4(b).
These aeromamic characteristics are assumed valid for a range of
wing loading w/Aw and power loading w/Fn,r. The assuqtion that the
aerodynamic characteristics are independent of wing loading implies that
the gross weight ,ofthe airplane is varied while the external config-
uration is held fixed. This maybe accomplishedby var@ng the fuel load
or-the pay load.
9“
.,
. --
—
Varying the power loading without changing the aerodynamic character-
istics of the airplane requires that various size engines be fitted into
a given fuselage size. There is obviously a limit as to the size engine
that can be installed in
characteristicsmay vary
effects of power ,loading
be shown by assuniingthe
loading.
a given.airplanej-andin practice the aerodynamic
somewhat.withpower loa~.ng. However, qualitative t
on a~lane laitering and range performance can
tiirplanecharacteristics independent of power —.
R=7
2D
L
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Computation of loitering and range performance.
- For a given air-
+ plane, wing loading, and altitude there is a flight Mach number at which
the airplane drag and, consequently, the required engine thrust sre
minimum. At this point the airplane lift-drag ratio is a maximum. Qso,
for a given engine design and size there is a value of thrust for which
the specific fuel consumption wf/Fn is a minimum. The minimum fuel
flow at a given altitude, or the maximum loiter time at that altitude
for a given amount of fuel, occurs at the flight Mach number at which the
specific fuel consumption divided by the lift-drsg ratio is a minimum.,
Wf Wf 1
that is, where ~ . —
‘n ~
is a minimum. At this flight Mach number
and altitude.the specific fuel consumption is ‘notnecessarily minimum
nor is the lift-drag ratio necessarily maximum, but rather the ratio of
the two quantities is a minimum. There is one altitude, however, where
minimum specific fuel consumption and maximum lift-drag ratio occur at
the s=e fl-fghtMach number. 5e engine fuel flow is a minimum here,
and this flight condition is said to be the optimum loitering condition.
.
The loitering calculations were made as follows: The lift
coefficient required for level flight is determined from
By use of this lift coefficient and the flight Mach number, the drag
coefficient and, consequently, the lift-drag ratio are determined from
‘Lthe aero@mmic characteristics, since ~ . _ .
DC
D
For any engine design the static sea-level thrust per pound of air
()
Fn
qr
is known. Then, for a given power loading,
‘J52 52)r
[ ]()Fn(Wa&/~2 )r ‘-+ %r
The off-design cycle calculations sre used to determine the corrected
wf/82&
fuel flow
(‘~@i52)r
correspon~ng to the above thrust value for any
method of engine operation (constant engine speed, constant tail-pipe
10
nozzle area, and so forth).
pounds of fuel per hour per
NACA
The loitering fuel consumption in
ton of airplane..isdetermined from
Flights in which range or dZstance traveled is of’primary
RM E51X29
units of
1!
importance
present a slightly different problem than those whose sole purpose is to
remain aloft. .For range considerations,the fuel consumption may be
expressed in terms of pounds of fuel consumed per mile per ton of airplane.
This range fuel
Thus, the range
by dividing the
flight velocity
consumption is given by the following expression:
—
Wf‘ Wf/Fn Wf”
.-
~=~=~~w
fuel consumption in pounds per ton-mile may be obtained
loitering fuel consumption in pounds per ton-hcmr by the “
in miles per hour. --
—
.i –
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Loitering Performance
I
A typical vsriation of fuel flow with flight Mach nuniberis shown
in figure 5 for an altitude of 35,000 feet. The results are for a
straight-wing airplane with a wing loading of 60 pounds per square foot
and a power loading of 3 poun@ per pound of rated thrvst. Engine A is
installed in the airplane. Curves are presented for three modes of
engine operation -.vsriable tail-pipe nozzle area operation at both
rated engine speed and 0.9 rated engine speed,”and variable engine speed
operation at rated tail-pipe nozzle area. The fuel flow is a mintium at
a flight Mach number of approximately 0.58 f’orall”modes of engine
operation.
By repeating the calculation of figure 5 for a range of altitudes,
it is possible to determine the minimum fuel flow at each altitude, the
flight Mach numb’er-whichyields this mini= fuel flow at each altitude,
and the altitude which results in minimum fuel flow.
In order to illustrate the effect of euine design and method of’ .
engine operation, the loitering performance.,was’com@ted for the six
turbojet engines presented in table I. Results are also presented to
show the effect.of wing loading, power loadipg, and aerodynamic
characteristics on loitering performance. . . “- .- -,
—
J.
—
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The variation of flight Mach nuiber and loitering fuel flow with
altitude for engine A is presented in figure 6(a). Three methods of
engine operation are considered - rated engine speed, 0.9 rated engine
speed, and rated tail-pipe nozzle area. These “curveswere obtained by
crossOplotting the minimum points on curves similar to those in figure 5
for several altitudes. Therefore each point on the curves of figure 6(a)
represents the minimum fuel flow obtainable with a given method of engine
operation at that particular altitude. The points on the flight Mach .
number “curverepresent the flight Mach number at which minimum fuel flow
is obtained at each altitude. A single curve was obtained for all methods
of engine operation.
Optimum loitering altitude vsries from 32,CXX3feet for rated =ea,
variable speed ~“eration to 37,000 feet for rated engine speed, vsridble
area operation, while the corresponding flight Mach nuuibersvary from
0.55 to 0.60.
The difference,in optimum loitering altitude results from the fact
that the minimum specific fuel consumption occurs at a higher corrected
thrust for rated engine speed operation than for rated tail-pipe area
l
operation. When the corrected thrust is high, it is neces&ry to fly at
a high altitude in order that the uncorrected thrust will just equal the ‘
* airplane drag. As previously mentioned, the flight Mach number for
minimum fuel flow is also higher for the rated engine speed case than
for the rated area case because there is a lift coefficient for which
the lift-drag ratio is maximum; in order to fly at this lift coefficient
at the higher altitude rated engine speed optimum point, it is necessary
to fly faster than at the lower altitude constant area optimum point.
The intersection of the rated engine speed and rated area curves
represents a~roximately the absolute ceili~ of the airplane, since at
this point the engine speed and area sre.identical for the two modes of
operation.
The minimum loitering fuel flbw for rated engine speed, vsriable-
area operation is approximately 22 percent higher than the minimum fuel
flow for rated area operation. Reducing the engine speed to 0.9 of
rated results in a minimum fuel flow approximately 10 percent higher
than the minimum rated-area fuel flow.
....
The higher fuel .flowsaccompanyi~”
the constant-speed cases,result from the fact that lower compressor
efficiencies are encountered at’rated and 0.9 rated engine speed than
at the reduced engine speed associated with the rated area operatiori
(fig. l(b)).
Figure 6(b) presents the tail-pipe nozzle areas and engine speeds
required for the three modes of engine operation previously mentioned.
At an sltitude of 20,000 feet the tail-pipe nozzle area for rated engine
speed operation is approximately 50 percent larger than rated area. Some
difficulty may be encountered in the construction of a variable-area ----
exhaust nozzle which could operate properly over a much wider range of
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areas. Therefore loitering flights below 20,000 feet might not be
possible at rated engine speed.
The engine speed corresponding to minimum fuel-flow operation with
a rated area nozzle is approximately 0.77 of rated. If it were suddenly
necessary to obtain maximum thruit as quickly as possible, some time lag
would be introduced while the engine was being accelerated from 0.77 to
rated engine speed with a rated area nozzle. However, with the engine
operating at rated engine speed and a larger tail-pipe nozzle area,
maximum thrust could be obtained almost Instantaneouslyby reducing the
nozzle srea, suggesting the possible necessity of a compromise between
loitering fuel flow and time required to obtain maximum thrust. A two-
position nozzle that couldbe opened duri~”the time the.engine was
accelerating might also be used to reduce the time required to obtain
maximum thrust.
From the preceding figures it canbe seen that the loitering fuel
flow obtained with rated tail-pipe nozzle area operation is lower than
that obtained with either of the constant engine speed cases. To specify
in any simple or general manner the method of operation that would result _.
in the lowest possible fuel flow is impossible. The Varfation of loiter-
ing fuel flow with engine speed for three altitudes is presented in fig-
ure 7. Rated tail-pipe nozzle area points are indicatedby circles on
the curves. From this figure, it can be seen that the fuel flow obtained
with rated tail-pipe nozzle mea operation is approximately equal to the
minimum fuel flow obtainable at each altitude. The trends exhibited in
this figure are general for all engines investigated. For all engines of
table 1, the rated tail-pipe nozzle srea fuel flow.was within 2 or 3 per-
cent of the minimum obtainable fuel flow. —.
It can also be seen from figure 7 that the fuel flow obtained with
rated engime speed operation is higher thar”that obtained at any other
engi~e speed (within the range of interest). It can therefore be con-
cluded that the fuel flow obtained with any constant engine speed method
of operation is bracketed between the fuel flow obtained with rated tafl-
pipe nozzle area operation and that obtained with rated engine speed
operation. For this reason the remainder of the results are pdesented
for only the last two methods of engine operation.
The preceding figures are based on the assumption that the component
characteristics are not affected by changesin altitude. In actual
operation, both the compressor efficiency and the corrected air flow at
a given corrected engine speed decrease somewhat qs altitude is increased.
This depreciation in compressor performance is attributed to changes in
Reynolds nuniber(reference 2). A spot check-was made to-determine the .
effect of compressor depreciation on loitering performance. Represen-
tative variations with altitude of peak compressor efficiency and
corrected air flow at rated c-orrectedengine speed were used, The
results indicated that the optimum loitering altitude was shifted down-
ward about 2000 feet and the fuel flow at this optimum point was increased
—-
U
hmmm?!!!!
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approximateel.y4 percent. The intersection of the rated engine speed
and rated tail-pipe nozzle area-c~ves was shifted downward approximately -
4000 feet. Since these results did not appreciably alter the trends
previously presented, the compressor performance was considered inde-
pendent of altitude in the remainder of the report.
In actual engine operation, combustion efficiency may vary somewhat
with altitude, engine speed, and tail-pipe nozzle area. However, within
the present range of conditions the assumption of a constant combustion
efficiency does not constitute a large sacrifice in accuracy. Further-
more, the comparison of methods of engine operation is even more valid
since at a given thrust value the conditions in the combustion chamber
which influence the combustion efficiency are-about the same for all
methods of engine operation considered. The results presented herein
could easily be modified to include any prescribed variation of combustion
efficiency by multiplying the fuel flow values by the ratio of the
assumed conitmzstionefficiency of 0.95 to any prescribed combustion
efficiency.
Comparison of vsrious engine designs. - The loitering performance of
* all six engines of table I operating in straight-wing airplanes with a
wing loading of 60 pounds per square foot and a power loading of 3 pounds
per pound is presented in ftgure 8.
+
Figure 8(a) presents the loitering
performance for.rated tail-pipe nozzle area, variable engine speed
operation and figure 8(b), the performance for rated engine speed, vari-
able tail-pipe nozzle area operation.
For rated tail-pipe nozzle mea, variable engine speed operation,
which represents approxiutely the optimum method of engine operation for
all engines considered, increasing the rated compressor pressure ratio
from 5 to 10 decreased the optimum loitering fuel flow approximately
15 percent. Because of its lower compressor efficiency, the optimum
loitering fuel.flow for the centrifugal-flow engine F was approximately
18 percent higher than that of a similar axial-flow engine B. The other
curves on figure 8(a).indicate that increasing the rated turbine-inlet
temperature, shifting the location of peak compressor efficiency, or
changing the shape of the mass-flow - engine-speed curve did not appreci-
ably sf’feetthe optimum loitering fuel flow. For any of these engines
(A, B, C, and D) the engine speed, altitude, and flight Mach number can
be varied until an optimum fuel flow is reached. As a result, the value
of optimum fuel flow for these engines does not vary appreciably from one
engine to another.
Variation in engine design has a greater effect on loitering per-
k formance for rated engine speed operation than for rated area operation.
Figure 8(b) indicates that shifting the location of peak compressor
efficiency to a higher corrected engine speed as we~ as increasing the
: rated compressor pressure ratio lowers the loitering fuel flow, because
this shifting of the location of peak compressor efficiency results in a
14
I
higher compressor efficiency at rated engine speed.
compressor efficiency at rated.engine speed.and the
NACARM E51X29
.
The combined low’
low.turbine.efficiency
of engine A result in an optimum loitering $uel flow for engine A about
the same as that for the centrifugal-floweilgine(F).
Effect of method of engine operation. - AS previously indicated,
results for any other method of engine operation generally fall between
the rated area and rated engine speed results. The spread between the. ..
rated area and the rated”engine speed curves iS therefore a“qualltative
indication of the spread that maybe expected between any method of ,.
operation and the-optimum.
In order to facilitate the comparison of methods of engine operation,
the results of both methods of engine operation from figures 8(a) and l
8(b) are reproduced on the seinefigure for each engine in figure 9.
The difference in fuel flow between rated engine speed and rated
mea operation for.engine B can be seen from figure 9(a). This differ- “-
ence results maitilyfrom the different compressor efficiencies accompany-
ing the two methods of”operation.
For an engine such as engine C (fig. 9(b)), which has the peak
compressor efficiency located at a higher engine speed than engine B>
the operating points for.the.two methods of..operat?-on.straddl-ethe Pew
compressor efficiency. For engine C there is little difference between
the fuel flow for the two methods of operation.
Increasing the rated turbine-inlet temperature from 20000 R to
2W0° R decreases spread in fuel flows from one method of operation to ----
another, as can be seenby compming figures 9(c) and 9(a). The spread ,
between the optimum of the rated tail-pipe nozzle area Curves and the
optimum of the rated engine speed curves is almost half as great for the
high temperature engine D (fig. 9(c)) as for the low temperature ehgine B
(fig. 9(a)). It may therefore be concluded that the method of engine
operation has less effect on f’velflow for an engine with a high turbine-
inlet temperature than for an engine with -a,low turbine-inlet temper@ure. _.
The spread between the r~ted engine speedand”the rated ~ea curves
is-almost 50 percent ~eater for the h~gh pressure ratio engine (fig. 9(d))
than for the low pressure ratio engine (fig. 9(a}). Thus, methodof
engine operation is more important for a him pressure ratio engine. The
greater spread of the fuel flow curves for the high pressure ratio engine
results from the large effect of compressor efficiency at the higher
pressure ratio.
.’
A comparison.of figures 9(e) and 9(a) indicates that the effect of
method of engine operation at the opt+nu~ conditions.is less.for a
centrifugal-flow engine than for a similar axial-flow engine.
*<
t
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Effect of wing loading and power loading. - The effect of wing
loading and power loading on the optimum loitering performance is pre-
sented in figure 10. The results are for engine B installed in a
straight-wing airp~ne.. Figure 10(a) presents results for rated tail- .u.
pipe nozzle area operation and lo(b), for rated engine speed operation.
Curves are presented for three power loadings, 2, 3, and 4 pounds per
pound, and for wing loadings from 30 to 90 pounds per square foot. The
fuel flows represent the minimum points of curves similar to those of
figure 9(a). me altitude and flight Mach”nunibersat which these minimum
fuel flows occur are slso plotted on figure 10.
The lowest loitering fuel flows occur at low wing loadings and high
power loadings (that is, small engines). For a given size airplane,
increasing the gross weight (and wing loading) increases the optimmn
loitering fuel flow because of the increase in fuel flow in pounds per
hour per ton of airplane and also because of the increase in airplane
weight.
Increasing the wing loading increases the optimum loitering Ma&
number and decreases the optimum loitering altitude. Increasing the
. power loting results in a decrease in both the optimum altitude and
flight Mach number.
. The effect of method of engine operation on the optimum loitering
fuel flow is more important”at low power loadi~s than at high power
loadings as canbe seenby comparing figures 10(a) and 10(b). Also, in
general, the method of engine operation has a greater effect at high wing
loadings than at low wing loadings.
Effect of aerodynamic characteristics. - The loitering performance
of a swept-wing airplane with a wing loading of 60 and a power loading of
3 is presented in figure Il. The airplane is equipped with engine B.
There is little difference between the optimum altitude for a swept- and
a straight-wing airplane, as is seen by comparing figures 11 and 9(a).
However, the flight Mach numbers corresponding to the optimum loitering
altitudes are higher for a swept-wing airplane ttin for a straight-wing
airplane, being 0.57 for rated area operation and 0.64 for rated engine
speed operation, as compared with 0.51 and 0.58 “forthe straight-wing
airplane.
For all altitudes, the fuel flow of the swept-wing airplane is .:
higher than that of the straight-wing airplane because the lift-drag
ratio of the swept-wing airplane is lower than that of the straight-
wing airplane.
r
The minimum fuel flow for rated engine speed operation of the
swept-wing airplane is only about 10 percent higher than the.rated area
minimum fuel flow, while for the straight-wing airplane the rated engine
speed fuel flow was 18 percent higher than the rated area fuel flow.
16
This difference results
airplane. Accompanying
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from
this
the lower lift-drag ratio of the swe~t-wing
lower lift-drag ratio is a higher required K
thrustl A relatively high engine speed is required for constant area
operation to produce’this tbr&t. & this hi~her engine speed the
compressor efficiency for constant area operation is more nearly equal”to
the compressor efficiency at rated engine speed. Therefore, the fuel
flows of the two methods of engtne operationare more nearly equal for
the swept-wing than for the straight-wingairplane.
Range Fuel Consumption
The variation in range fuel consumptionwith flight Mach number at
an altitude of 35,(MO feet is presented in figure 12 for a straight-wing
airplane with a wing loading of 60 pounds per square foot and a power
loading of 3 pounds per pound. The airplane is equipped with engine A.
Figure 12 was obtain~d by ~vidiug each point on the loitering fuel fl-ti
curves (fig. 5) by the product of its respective abscissa and the speed
of sound (that is,-by the flight velocity). Figure 5 is reproduced
.*
.
.:
.
together with figure 12 for convenience. ‘-” ..
—
.
Obviously, the minimum range fuel consumption at any altitude occurs
at a higher flight Mach number than does the tinimum loitering fuel con-
sumption. me method of engine oyeration also affects the flight Mach
number for minimum range fuel consumption. The flight Mach number for
minimum range fuel consumption is lower for.methods of engine operation
which result in lower values of fuel consun@ion.
u
—
—
—
Cross-plottigg curves sidlar to figure 12 makes possible the
determination of the minimum Pange fuel consumption at any altitude and
the altitude at which minimum range fuel consumption is obtained. Fig-
ures 13 to 17 present the-results of such calculations for engines and
airplanes and so forth correspondingto those for which the loitering
fuel flow was presented in figures 6 to I_l;”The range fuel consumption
results are, in general, similar to the previously discussed loitering
fuel flow results; therefore only a brief discussion of the range results
will be made to point out how they differ from the loitering results.
..
—
The altitude and the flight Mach number which result in minimum
range fuel consumption (or maximum range for a given fuel load) are both
higher than the corresponding optimum loitering conditions. For engine A
(fig. 13) the optimum range altitudes are a~proximately 4000 feet higher
than the optimum loitering altitudes, and.the optimum range flight Mach
numbers are approximately 0.15 higher thin the corresponding loitering
values.
—
.-
~
—
—
The method of engine operation has less effect on range fuel con-..
sumption than on loitering fuel consumption? The spread between the
optimum rated eng@e speed.results.and...the.qtimum rated area results is
.-,
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about 30 percent less for range consideration than for
s ations. At a given altitude, the Optim-. range flight
17
loitering consider-
Mach number is
slightly higher for rated engine speed operation than for rated area
operation. The difference between the flight Mach ntibers for the two
methods of engine operation becomes less as altitude is increased.
N
04
+
CD
The effect of engine design for the range results (fig. 15) is
similar to that for the loitering results (fig. 8). Varying the wing
loading and power loading has a Mfferent effect on the range results
(fig. 16) than onthe loitering results (fig. 10). For the range
.-
results, at a given power loading there is a wing loading for minimum
range fuel consumption. Increasing the power loading increases the wing
loading for m3nimum range fuel consumption. Increasing the wing loading
also increases the optimum range Mach number and decreases the optimum -
range altitude while increasing the yower loading decreases both the
optimum range altitude and the Mach number.
A comparison of the rate at which fuel is consumed in a range or
cruising flight with the rate at which fuel is consumed in a loitering
flight is of interest; The fuel flow in”poiindsper ton-hour corresponding
* to the optimum range point canbe obtainedby multiplying the optimum
range fuel flow in pounds per ton-mile by the flight velocity at that
point. This fuel flow is.generally about 10 percent higher than the
*
optimum loitering fuel flow. Thus changing from the flight condition
for best range to the flight condition for best endurance decreases the
rate of burning fuel by about 10 percent.
-—
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A method of analytically determining the off-design performance
of a turbojet engine is presented and is applied to the problem of
determining the loitering and range performance of turbojet-powered
aircraft. A comparison is made between the calculated and the experi-
mentally determined thrust and fuel flow of a typical axial-flow turboj”et
engine. The agreement between the experimental results and those-calcu-
latedby means of’the off-design cycle analysis is excellent. L
t
For all engines considered, the loitering and the range fuel flows
obtained with rated tail-pipe nozzle area, variable engine speed oper-
--
ation were within 2 or 3 percent of the optimum fuel flow obtainable
with any type of engine operation. Operation at constant engine speed
and variable tail-pipe nozzle area generally resulted in loitering or
range fuel.flows that were higher than those for operation with rated
tail-pipe nozzle area and variable speed. .
For rated tail-pipe nozzle-area, variable engine speed operation,
increasing the rated compressor pressure ratio from 5 to 10 decreased
the optimum loitering and the optimum range fuel consumption by about
18 NACARM E51K29
.—-” *’
15 percent. Increasing the rated turbine-inlet temperattie or shifting
the location of pesk compressor efficiency had little effect on the
.—
t
optimum fuel consumption.
The optimum loitering altitude was generally between approximately
25,OOO and 35,000 feet. The corresponding“optimumflight Mach numbers
were approximately 0.4.to 0.65. In general, the optimum range fuel i
consun@ion occurred at 3000 to 5000 feet higher altitude and at approxi-
mately 0.15 higher flight Mach number than the optimum loitering fuel
flow. The rate of burning fuel at the optimum loitering flight condition
is about 10 percent less than at the optimum range point.
Lewis Fli@t Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
,.
Cleveland, Ohio
.-
—
—
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APPENDIX - OFF-DESIGN CYCLE
The component characteristicspresented
be used to determine the complete off-design
engine in the fallowing manner:
19
ANALYSIS .-
in a previous section can
performance of a turbojet
The assumptions of choked turbirienozzles and constant pressure
ratio across the combustion chamber result in the following relation
smong the compressor pressure ratio, corrected air flow, and turbine-
inlet temperature ratio (neglecting the change in fuel-air ratio with ._..
temperature):
—
P~
r
- ~ ‘a@/52 ‘4
~ q (1)
(Wa@/52 )r
The value of K may be determined for any engine at static sea-level
rated conditions.where the compressor pressure ratio and turbine-inlet
. .
temperate are known. The corrected air flow factor is equal to unity
at this point.
.
If the constant of proportionality K is.known, any one of the
.
remaining factors in the above equation can be calculated .tithe other
two are known. For exsmple, the corrected air flow factor of an axial-
flow engine is known for any corrected engine speed. With this value
of corrected air flow the compressor pressure ratio can be determined
fbr a range of values of turbine-inlet temperature ratios.
If the enthalpy drop of the fuel mass”passing through the turbine
is assumed equal to the bearing and accessory power, the enthalpy drop
..,”
of the air passing through the turbine must be eaual to the enthalpy
rise of the air passing through the compressor:
@Hc=q (2)
Tc-l 1
‘2
() .]
:3
Tc
Cp,c
7C q
-1 ~ ~)t (T4-T5) (3)
Rearranging gives the engine temperature ratio as
T5 T4
T2
—.% (4)
L
.
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From the definition”of turbine efficiency,
—
A
‘5 ‘“- ‘ “-- —-—l-—
T4 ,.
Vt = yt-l (5j ~
1
and the energy balance of equation (3), the pressure ratio across the —,.
turbine P5/P4 is obtained. .-
.— -. ,--
Cp,c ‘2
Cp,t *4 ~c~t
(6)
The pressure ratio >cross the
P5
—=
‘2
engine P5/P2 is obtained from
@($)&) (7)
The engine temperate and Pressure rat.ios~ewations (4) and (7)./
sre independent of altitude and flight Mach number. These ratios,
together tith the ram pressure ratio p2/p(y determine the jet thrust
per pound of gas flow.
For a choked convergent nozzle}
[ Y:+-lI
.
z’
.
.
. . . --
(8)
.-.
1
.-
.- .—
—.
l
(9)
.
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The corrected net thrust per pound of air is equal to
Fn Fj
= (l+fact) — - v
7Wa ‘2 ~g& x
21
‘3 r519 YOR= (l+fact)— - —
‘&
(lo)
%@2
and the corrected net thrust per pound of sea-level static rated air
flow is
(n)
Thus, for any corrected engine speed, turbine-inlet temperate
ratio, and flight Mach number, the engine net thrust is obtained in a
. form which is independent of altitude and engine air handling capacity.
The ideal fuel-air ratio may be obtained from reference 3 using the
engine inlet temperature T2 and the temperature rise across the engine
()
T5N=T2~-1* The actual fuel-air ratio is obtained from the ideal
fuel-air ratio and the combustion efficiency
The fuel-air ratio is a function of the engine-inlet temperature T2.
‘act
However, the corrected fuel-ah ratio ~ w~ch fS used in co~utfw
the corrected fuel flow is nearly independent of T2. Therefore, for
the purpose of this analysis, T2 was assumed constant at a value of
440° R. The corrected fuel flow can then be expressed as
22 —- NACA RM E51X29
*
Thus the engine fuel flow is expressed in a manner that is independent —
of altitude and engine air handling capacity. *.b
The tail-pipe nozzle area required for.any operatfw Point can be
determined in the following manner: From continuity of flow for a choked N
convergent nozzle, the
A6 =
effective exit area can be expressed as
“- ~
y .+1 —
or for an unchoked nozzle,
(Wa&/52)( l+fa~t)
,Td3 r’:’)=~-
—
.-
-.
v211 — .-.51; R
.
(wa@792) (l+facJ
A6C* @@v- .
.-<-:.
e)-= 2’” ‘
.l.—
The effective tail-pipe nozzle area, expressed as a fraction of
sea-level static rated effective area, is found by taking the ratio of
one of the above e~ressions evaluated at any engine operating point to
one of the expressions evaluated at sea-level static rated conditions... _. -.
The expression used in either part of this ratio @epends on whether the
tail-pipe nozzle is choked at that particular condition. Since the
— ,.._-
nozzle discharge coefficient Cd was assumed constant, the effective“. “. ~.~
nozzle-m”ea ratio:is identicsl to the physicsl nozzle-area ratio.
A slightly”differentanalysis must be used on the centrifugal-flow
en&ine because the conipressorwork of this type of engine is expressed..
in terms of a compressor slip factor instead of compressor efficiency
-—
and compressor pressure ratio. For the ce@?ifugal-flow compressor us&d
in this analysis, the compressorwork is
. -i . . :—
Ahc ()N/@_ 2 Ur2.q=’s (N/@)r = — --— z
A rated tip speed
The energy balance
Ur of 1536 feet per second was used in thfs analysis.
between the compressor and turbine is , :+—
—
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and the engine temperature ratio is
In a similar
T5 T4 ()l.~c~=~-519cp, t ~
manner, the pressure ratio across the
v.
‘t
‘5
{
T2 Ahc
}
~
~.l- —’519 T4 cp-,t Vt e2
23
turbine is
The remainder of the centrifugal-flow analysis is identical tith the
axial-flow analysis.
,
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